2023 SUMMER SCHOOL

SUSTAINABLE CITIES OF THE FUTURE
THE TECHNOLOGIES OF NATURE
BIO-CITY | BIO-ARCHITECTURE | BIO-ENERGY | CIRCULAR BIO-SOCIETY

ACCOMMODATION OPTIONS in TROYES

*Prices are valid for a stay from 02/07/2023 to 08/07/2023*

**Smart Apart Troyes**
47 Rue Louis Mony, Troyes
[https://www.smart-appart.fr/fr/hotels/troyes-smartappart-troyes](https://www.smart-appart.fr/fr/hotels/troyes-smartappart-troyes)
Price: 50€/night for a standard single room - 59€/night for a deluxe room (bigger)
Reservation: send an email to troyes@smart-appart.fr with « Summer School EPF-ESTP » in the subject line

**Hôtel Le Splendid**
44 bd Carnot, Troyes
[https://hotel-le-splendid.fr/](https://hotel-le-splendid.fr/)
Price: 60€/night (tourist tax and breakfast not included)
Reservation: send an email to hotel.le.splendid@orange.fr with « Summer School EPF-ESTP » in the subject line

**Brit Hôtel Comtes de Champagne**
56 rue de la Monnaie, Troyes
[https://hotel-troyes.brithotel.fr/](https://hotel-troyes.brithotel.fr/)
Price: 60€/night (tourist tax and breakfast not included)
Reservation: send an email to troyes@brithotel.fr with « Summer School EPF-ESTP » in the subject line

**Kosy Appart’Hotels – Résidence Equalis** (situated between ESTP-EPF campuses and Troyes city center)
26 av Anatole France, Troyes
Price: 52€/night for single room
Reservation: send an email to citypark@kosy.plus with « Summer School EPF-ESTP » in the subject line